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Quantum information scrambling describes the delocalization of local information to global in-
formation in the form of entanglement throughout all possible degrees of freedom. A well-known
scrambling witness is the so-called out-of-time-ordered correlator (OTOC), which can identify scram-
bling because it is closely related to the incompatibility of two separate operators at two different
times. In this work, we show that quantum scrambling can also be witnessed by using techniques
from temporal quantum steering. We can do so because, for qubits systems, there is a fundamental
equivalence between the Choi-Jamiolkowski isomorphism and the pseudo-density matrix formalism
used in temporal quantum correlations. Based on this relationship, we propose a scrambling wit-
ness, based on a measure of temporal steering called the robustness. We justify the properties of
this quantity as a witness of scrambling by proving that the quantity vanishes when the channel is
non-scrambling.
I. INTRODUCTION.
Quantum systems evolving under strongly interact-
ing channels can experience the delocalization of ini-
tially local information into non-local degrees of freedom.
Such an effect is termed quantum information scram-
bling”, and this new way of looking at delocalization
in quantum theory has found applications in a range
of physical effects, including chaos in many-body sys-
tems [1–9], and the black-hole information paradox [10–
20]. Recent studies have shown that out-of-time-ordered
correlators (OTOCs) [21–29] could be a promising wit-
ness of scrambling. In general, OTOCs take the form
〈V (0)†W (t)†V (0)W (t)〉, where V and W are Hermitian
operators acting on separate subsystems chosen to be
small compared with the full system. When the evolu-
tion is scrambling in nature, the corresponding OTOC
will decay and maintain a small value even in the long
time limit.
There are two further interesting features of an OTOC.
First, employing the Choi-Jamiolkowski (CJ) isomor-
phism [30, 31], one can find a state representative known
as the Choi state of a quantum channel. In this for-
mulation, the degree of scrambling can be measured by
the multipartite entanglement quantified by the tripar-
tite mutual information (TMI) of a Choi state [9]. This
implies that scrambling can be understood in the con-
text of nonlocal quantum correlations. Second, OTOCs
are closely related to 〈|[W (t), V (0)]|2〉, suggesting that
scrambling can be described by the influence (or incom-
patibility) between two observables at different times.
Taking inspiration from these observations, in this work,
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we aim to link the notion of scrambling to one particular
scenario of temporal quantum correlations called tempo-
ral steering (TS) [32–39].
Based on the first notion of temporal quantum cor-
relation known as Leggett-Garg inequality [40] and the
very existence of a hierarchical relation among different
scenarios of quantum correlations [41], temporal steering
was developed as a temporal counterpart of the notion
of quantum steering [41–50]. Recent works have shown
that TS can be used to quantify the non-Markovianity,
that is, the memory effects from an environment on a
system dynamics [34, 35]. This memory effect can be
understood in terms of sharing information between sub-
systems. Thus, it is natural to extend this idea to a case
where initial local information is distributed (scrambled)
throughout the system, such that the scrambling can be
probed in the framework of non-Markovianity. Moreover,
Ku et al. [36] have discovered that the three notable tem-
poral quantum correlations (temporal nonlocality, tem-
poral steering, and temporal inseparability) can be de-
rived from a fundamental object called pseudo-density
matrix (PDM) [51–55] (which was initially studied to in-
fer causal structure). Surprisingly, in this work, we find
that PDMs and Choi matrices are equivalent under cer-
tain circumstances. This further suggests that the tem-
poral correlations mentioned above (i.e. temporal non-
locality, temporal steering, and temporal inseparability)
may serve as scrambling witnesses. Here, our goal is
to show that one can witness information scrambling in
the context of temporal correlations within the pseudo-
density matrix (PDM) formalism, which we can then use
to analyze the same scrambling in the context of temporal
steering.
This work is structured as follows. We begin by show-
ing the connection between Choi matrix and PDM for a
given unitary channel. We then introduce the operational
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FIG. 1. Illustration of the extended TS scenario involving
5 qubits labeled by {q1, · · · , q5}. Initially, Alice encodes her
information in q1 and lets the total system evolve. After the
evolution, Bob divides the evolved system into two local re-
gions C and D, and tests the temporal steerability for each
region to find out the distribution of Alice’s message.
notion of temporal steering and its relation to scram-
bling. We then propose a quantity, −T3, as a scram-
bling witness based on the robustness temporal steering
measure. We justify −T3 to be a scrambling witness by
proving that −T3 will vanish when the global evolution
is non-scrambling (as pointed out in Ref. [9], if the global
evolution is only composed of local unitaries and SWAP
operations, the information initially stored in some lo-
cal regions will stay localized, and hence no scrambling
can occur, such that the global evolution can be called
“non-scrambling”). Finally, we compare the −T3 witness
with the TMI by numerically simulating the qubit Clif-
ford scrambling circuit and the Ising spin-chain model.
II. RELATION BETWEEN CHOI MATRIX AND
PSEUDO-DENSITY MATRIX
To illustrate the main idea behind the TMI scrambling
measure in Ref. [9], let us consider a system made up of
N qubits, labeled by {q1, · · · , qN}, with a Hilbert space
HInq =
⊗N
i=1HInqi . We then create N ancilla qubits, la-
beled with {q˜1, · · · , q˜N}, where each q˜i is maximally en-
tangled with the corresponding qubit qi. Therefore, the
Hilbert space of the total 2N qubits system is HInq˜ ⊗HInq ,
and the corresponding density matrix in the Pauli repre-
sentation can be written as
ρCJ0 =
1
4N
3∑
i1,···iN=0
Ti1···iN (
N⊗
m=1
σim)⊗ (
N⊗
m=1
σim), (1)
where Tµ1···µN = Vµ1 · · ·VµN , V = (+1,+1,−1,+1), and
σ = (1, σx, σy, σz). Let us now send the original qubits
into a unitary evolution channel Ut, while keeping the an-
cilla system unchanged. Since Ut maps the input Hilbert
space into an output Hilbert space, the total Hilbert
space of the evolved system becomes HInq˜ ⊗ HOutq , and
the evolved density matrix (known as the Choi matrix)
then reads
ρCJt = (1⊗ Ut)ρCJ0 (1⊗ U†t ). (2)
In addition, the unitary operator Ut can be written as
Ut =
∑
µ1···µN
uµ1···µN
N⊗
m=1
σµm . (3)
We can expand the Choi matrix into:
ρCJt =
1
4N
∑
i1···iN
∑
j1···jN
Ωi1···iNj1···jN (
N⊗
m
σim)⊗ (
N⊗
n
σjn),
Ωi1···iNj1···jN =
1
2N
∑
µ1···µN
∑
ν1···νN
[Ti1···iNuµ1···µNu
∗
ν1···νN×
N∏
m=1
tr(σjmσµmσimσνm))] .
(4)
By taking a local region A of the input system and
dividing the output into two local regions C and D, the
TMI scrambling measure can be written as
− I3 = I(A : CD)− I(A : C)− I(A : D). (5)
Since −I3 is, by definition, a multipartite entanglement
measure satisfying the monogamy relation −I3 ≥ 0, ev-
ery nonzero −I3 implies that ρCJt contains multipartite
entanglement throughout the input/output space, i.e. a
signature of scrambling.
Following the definition prescribed in Ref. [51], a PDM
is constructed through a temporal analogue of quantum
state tomography (QST) between measurement events at
two different moments. A PDM for an N qubits system
in an initially mixed state undergoing Ut is given by
Rt =
1
4N
∑
i1···iN
∑
j1···jN
Ci1···iNj1···jN (
N⊗
m
σim)⊗ (
N⊗
n
σjn),
Ci1···iNj1···jN = 〈{
N⊗
m
σim ,
N⊗
n
σjn}〉
=
1
2N
∑
µ1···µN
∑
ν1···νN
[uµ1···µNu
∗
ν1···νN×
N∏
m=1
tr(σjmσµmσimσνm)],
(6)
where 〈{⊗Nm σim ,⊗Nn σjn}〉 is the expectation value of
the product of the outcome of the measurement
⊗N
m σim
performed on the initial time and the outcome of the mea-
surement
⊗N
n σjn performed at the final time t. There-
fore, we can view the PDM as a generalized implementa-
tion of QST since, if the two measurement events occur
3at the same time, the PDM becomes a standard state
tomography procedure.
By comparing the coefficients of the N qubits Choi
matrix (Ωi1···iNj1···jN ) in Eq. (4) with those of the PDM in
Eq. (6) (Ci1···iNj1···jN ), one can find that these two matrices
are related through a partial transposition of the input
degree of freedom, i.e.
(ρCJt )
TIn = Rt. (7)
Since the CJ isomorphism can be reinterpreted as an
ancilla-assisted quantum process tomography [56, 57],
the result shown in Eq. (7) implies that, for qubit
systems, the tomography procedure is equivalent to the
temporal-QST used in the PDM formalism.
In the original paper describing the PDM formula-
tion [51], the authors found that the PDM is not nec-
essarily positive, and that negative eigenvalues originate
from temporal influence between measurement events,
and hence these negative eigenvalues can be used to dis-
tinguish causal relationships. They use this feature to
propose a quantifier of temporal influence in the form of
the negativity of a PDM. Here, through the equivalence
between the PDM and the Choi matrix shown in Eq. (7),
it is clear that the negativity of a PDM can be reinter-
preted as the amount of bipartite entanglement (quanti-
fied by the negativity of the partial transposition) in its
Choi matrix counterpart, and vice versa. Moreover, the
symmetry between space-like and time-like correlations is
exemplified by a hierarchical relation among three dif-
ferent types, or scenarios, of temporal correlations [36]:
temporal non-locality, temporal steering and temporal
insaparability, which mirror the symmetry of the corre-
sponding space-like correlations.
As mentioned above, the detection of information
scrambling can be seen in the form of multipartite en-
tanglement as measured by TMI. Therefore, the insight
inferred from Eq. (7) suggests us that it should be pos-
sible to reformulate information scrambling detection as
a test for the existence of multipartite temporal correla-
tions. In the following section, we discuss such a possibil-
ity by using the one-sided device independent scenario,
i.e. temporal steering, because temporal steering can be
seen as an information tracking procedure which helps us
to reveal the distribution of information throughout the
system.
III. EXTENDED TEMPORAL STEERING
SCENARIO AND SCRAMBLING WITNESS
In the temporal steering (TS) scenario, Alice measures
a single system in a basis of her choosing, and sends
the post-measurement system into a quantum channel.
The steerability at a later time, after passing through
the channel, is then verified by another person, Bob,
who performs QST on the system. Recently, a measure
of temporal steering, the temporal steerable robustness
(TSR), was proposed as a means to also quantify the non-
Markovianity of a given channel (or equivalently, dynam-
ical evolution of the system): If the system information
leaks out to the environment during the evolution, and it
does not return, the different “steered paths” (i.e., evolu-
tion of Alice’s different post-measurement states) become
less distinguishable and lead to the monotonic decay of
the TSR, which is the hallmark of Markovian dissipation.
Non-monotonic changes in the TSR can then be used to
quantify non-Markovianity. These features indicate that
the TSR can be viewed as a measure of the amount of
Alice’s measurement information which can be extracted
by Bob after the evolution.
Now, we extend the idea of TS to test the presence of
information scrambling once Bob is allowed to access the
full many-body system, which evolves unitarily. In this
extended TS scenario shown in Fig. 1, Alice encodes her
information by conducting the measurements in some lo-
cal region and lets the whole system evolve. Then, Bob
is asked to find out the distribution of the information
throughout the whole system. To fulfill this task, Bob
has to divide the global system into several local regions
and calculate the corresponding TSR of each region. If
the information is scrambled, the total amount of Alice’s
information, which can be extracted from these local re-
gions, will be less than the one obtained directly from
the global system, since, during the scrambling process,
the initially localized information will be spread into non-
local degrees of freedom. Consequently, we expect that
if the scrambling occurs, the total amount of TSR ex-
tracted from these local regions will be less than that
obtained from the global system. In the following, we
propose a scrambling witness based on subtracting the
TSR of the global system by those of local regions.
Let us start from the regular TS scenario. Consider
that at time t = 0, the state of the system is ρ0. Before
the system evolves, Alice encodes her message by per-
forming one of the projective measurements {Ea|x}a,x,
where x stands for the choice of measurement with a cor-
responding outcome a. The resulting post-measurement
conditional state is
ρa|x(0) =
Ea|xρ0
tr(Ea|xρ0)
, (8)
with a probability of outcome a given measurement x of
p(a|x) = tr(Ea|xρ0). After that, Alice sends the state
to Bob through a quantum channel Λt. Therefore, he
would receive Alice’s message with the help of QST to
obtain the state ρa|x(t) = Λt[ρa|x(0)] The whole story
can be summarized by the TS assemblage defined as
{σa|x(t) = p(a|x)ρa|x(t)}a,x. According to Ref. [36], the
TS assemblage can also be derived from PDM by the
following Born’s rule:
σa|x(t) = trIn[(Ea|x ⊗ 1⊗2N−1)Rt], (9)
where trIn denotes the partial trace over the input Hilbert
space.
4Given the assemblage, the TSR can be numerically
computed through the following semi-definite program
(SDP)
TSR(σa|x(t)) = min{σλ}
tr
∑
λ
σλ − 1
s.t.
∑
λ
Dλ(a|x)σλ − σa|x(t) ≥ 0 ∀a, x,
σλ ≥ 0 ∀λ, (10)
where Dλ(a|x) is the extremal response function for Al-
ice.
Now, we are going to elaborate on the extended TS sce-
nario by considering theN qubit system mentioned in the
previous section. First, before Alice performs any mea-
surement, we reset the system by initializing the qubits
in the maximally mixed state ρtot0 =
1
2N
1⊗N , where 1
is the two-dimensional identity matrix. In this case, no
matter how one probes the system, it gives totally ran-
dom results, and no meaningful information can be ex-
tracted. Then, Alice encodes her message in one of these
qubits, q1 for instance, by performing Ea|x on it, giv-
ing a conditional state ρtota|x(0) =
1
2N
(2Ea|x ⊗ 1⊗N−1)
with the probability p(a|x) = tr(Ea|x 12 ) = 1/2. After
that, let these conditional states evolve freely to time
t: ρtota|x(t) = Ut ρ
tot
a|x(0)U
†
t , where Ut could be any uni-
tary operator acting on the total system. Accordingly,
the assemblage for the global system reads σtota|x(t) =
p(a|x) ρtota|x(t). Since the evolution is unitary, by analyz-
ing the SDP, we can find that the TSR of the global
system at a different time t is always equal to its initial
value, that is, TSR[σtota|x(t)] = TSR[σ
tot
a|x(0)].
In order to know the distribution of Alice’s message,
Bob can further analyze the assemblages obtained from
different portions of the total system by performing par-
tial trace on σtota|x(t) and computing the TSR. For in-
stance, he could divide the whole system into two local re-
gions C and D, where C contains nc qubits {q1, · · · , qnc}
and D contains nd = N−nc qubits {qnc+1, · · · , qN}, such
that Bob obtains two additional assemblages: σCa|x(t) =
trD[σ
tot
a|x(t)] and σ
D
a|x(t) = trC [σ
tot
a|x(t)], quantified by
TSR[σCa|x(t)] and TSR[σ
D
a|x(t)], respectively.
In analogy with TMI, we propose the following quan-
tity to be a scrambling witness:
− T3(t) = TSR[σtota|x(t)]− TSR[σCa|x(t)]− TSR[σDa|x(t)].
(11)
As mentioned in the introduction section, for a non-
scrambling channel consisting of local unitaries and
SWAP operations between qubits, the information will
stay locally distributed and no scrambling can take place.
Therefore, in the following, we justify that −T3(t) can
be a scrambling witness, under the assumption of global
unitary evolution, by proving that under non-scrambling
evolutions, this quantity will vanish, i.e. −T3 = 0. Ac-
cordingly, any nonzero value of −T3 can be seen as a
witness of scrambling.
Theorem 1. If the global unitary evolution U is local
for region C and D, that is, U = UC ⊗UD, the resulting
−T3 is zero.
Proof. Let’s start from the evolved assemblage for the
total system, region C, and region D, respectively:
σtota|x(t) = UC ⊗ UD
[ 1
2N
(Ea|x ⊗ 1⊗N−1)
]
U†C ⊗ U†D
= UC
[ 1
2nc
(Ea|x ⊗ 1⊗nc−1)
]
U†C ⊗ UD
1⊗nd
2nd
U†D,
(12)
σCa|x(t) = UC
[ 1
2nc
(Ea|x ⊗ 1⊗nc−1)
]
U†C , (13)
σDa|x(t) = UD
1⊗nd
2nd+1
U†D. (14)
Since UC and UD are unitary, leading to the invariance
of the TSR, we find the following equations hold:
TSR[σtota|x(t)] = TSR[σ
tot
a|x(0)] = TSR
[Ea|x ⊗ 1⊗N−1
2N
]
,
(15)
TSR[σCa|x(t)] = TSR[σ
C
a|x(0)] = TSR
[Ea|x ⊗ 1⊗nc−1
2nc
]
,
(16)
TSR[σDa|x(t)] = TSR[σ
D
a|x(0)] = TSR
[ 1⊗nd
2nd+1
]
(17)
It is straightforward to conclude that TSR[σDa|x(0)] = 0
by finding the optimal set with the elements proportional
to the identity matrix. Also, by utilizing both the primal
and dual formulations of SDP for TSR, we can find that
TSR(
Ea|x ⊗ 1⊗n−1
2n
) = TSR(
Ea|x
2
) (18)
for arbitrary positive integer n. Therefore, we can deduce
that
−T3(t) = TSR[σtota|x(t)]−TSR[σCa|x(t)]−TSR[σDa|x(t)] = 0.
(19)
Theorem 2. If the global unitary U is a SWAP operation
between qubits, then −T3(t) = 0.
Proof. We can find that the sum of the TSR for region C
and D is invariant under any permutation between qubits
such that
TSR[σCa|x(t)] + TSR[σ
D
a|x(t)] = TSR(
Ea|x
2
) + TSR(
1
4
)
(20)
Therefore, under the SWAP operation, −T3(t) =
TSR(
Ea|x
2 )− TSR(
Ea|x
2 ) = 0.
According to the results of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2,
we conclude that−T3(t) will vanish if the global evolution
is any sequence of local unitaries and SWAP operations,
as required for a witness of scrambling.
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FIG. 2. (a) The circuit diagram of the Clifford scrambling
circuit, where XX stands for the Ising (XX) coupling and
Rz stands for the rotation-z gate. One can obtain different
degrees of scrambling by changing the angle θ: θ = 0 for
the non-scrambling case and θ = pi/2± npi for the maximum
scrambling case. Here, n is an arbitrary integer. (b) Numeri-
cal simulations of −I3 (black solid) and −T3 (red dashed) for
the Clifford scrambler with respect to different angle θ.
IV. EXAMPLE 1: THE QUBIT CLIFFORD
SCRAMBLER
In this section, we numerically analyze the qubit Clif-
ford scrambling circuit, proposed in Ref. [21]. The set-
ting only involves three qubits with a quantum circuit de-
picted in Fig. 2, which is parametrized by θ. By changing
the angle θ, one can scan the angle from non-scrambling
(θ = 0) to maximally scrambling(θ = ±pi2 ), which can be
described by the following unitary matrix
Us =
1
2

−1 0 0 −1 0 −1 −1 0
0 1 −1 0 −1 0 0 1
0 −1 1 0 −1 0 0 1
1 0 0 1 0 −1 −1 0
0 −1 −1 0 1 0 0 1
1 0 0 −1 0 1 −1 0
1 0 0 −1 0 −1 1 0
0 −1 −1 0 1 0 0 −1

. (21)
According to Ref. [21], the scrambling unitary delocal-
izes all single qubit Pauli operators to three qubit Pauli
operators in the following way:
Us(σx ⊗ 1⊗ 1)U†s = σz ⊗ σy ⊗ σy
Us(σy ⊗ 1⊗ 1)U†s = σy ⊗ σx ⊗ σx
Us(σz ⊗ 1⊗ 1)U†s = σx ⊗ σz ⊗ σz
Us(1⊗ σx ⊗ 1)U†s = σy ⊗ σz ⊗ σy
Us(1⊗ σy ⊗ 1)U†s = σx ⊗ σy ⊗ σx
Us(1⊗ σz ⊗ 1)U†s = σz ⊗ σx ⊗ σz
Us(1⊗ 1⊗ σx)U†s = σy ⊗ σy ⊗ σz
Us(1⊗ 1⊗ σy)U†s = σx ⊗ σx ⊗ σy
Us(1⊗ 1⊗ σz)U†s = σz ⊗ σx ⊗ σx. (22)
Such a delocalization is often known as operator growth,
which can be viewed as a key signature of quantum
scrambling. In Fig. 2, we plot the values of −T3 and
−I3 for different amounts of scrambling by changing the
angle θ. We can see that both −I3 and −T3 display an os-
cillating pattern with period pi. The value of −I3 reaches
its maximum scrambling value at θ = pi/2; while, −T3
reaches its maximum scrambling value earlier than −I3
due to the sudden vanishing of the TSR for local regions.
V. EXAMPLE 2: THE ISING SPIN CHAIN
Now we give another example by simulating one di-
mensional Ising model of N qubits with the Hamiltonian
H = −
N−1∑
i=1
σzi σ
z
i+1 − h
N∑
i=1
σzi − g
N∑
i=1
σxi . (23)
This model is a paradigmatic example widely used in
the field of quantum chaos and closed-system thermal-
ization. The key feature is that one can obtain the
chaotic behavior by simply turning on the longitudinal
field parametrized by h.
Here, we consider the system containing 5 qubits
{q1, q2, q3, q4, q5} and compare the dynamical behavior
of information scrambling for chaotic (g = 1, h = 0.5)
and integrable regimes (g = 1, h = 0) by encoding the
information in q1.
As shown in Fig. 3, we plot the scrambling magni-
tude measured by −I3 and −T3 and the amount of infor-
mation which can be extracted from region C (D) with
the quantities I(A : C) and TSR(σCa|x) (I(A : C) and
TSR(σDa|x)) for different partitions of the output system.
Roughly speaking, we can discriminate chaotic and in-
tegrable evolutions by observing the dynamics of −T3 or
−I3 with different output partitions. For chaotic evolu-
tion, no matter how we divide the output system, the
scrambling magnitude will remain large after a period of
scrambling time. However, for integrable cases, we can
observe significant oscillating behavior of the scrambling
magnitude when increasing the number of qubits in re-
gion C.
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FIG. 3. Scrambling magnitude and the information distribution with different output partitions for the chaotic (g = 1, h = 0.5)
and the integrable (g = 1, h = 0) spin chain dynamics. (a) Scrambling magnitude measured by −I3 (green-dotted curves for the
chaotic case; blue-dashed curves for the integrable case); and −T3 (red-solid curves for the chaotic case; black-triangle curves
for the integrable case). (b) Information which can be extracted from region C measured by I(A : C) (green-dotted curves for
the chaotic case; blue-dashed curves for the integrable case) and TSR(σCa|x) (red-solid curves for the chaotic case; black-triangle
curves for the integrable case). (c) Information which can be extracted from region D measured by I(A : D) (green-dotted
curves for the chaotic case; blue-dashed curves for the integrable case) and TSR(σDa|x) (red-solid curves for the chaotic case;
black-triangle curves for the integrable case).
By comparing the dynamics of the scrambling magni-
tude and the amount of information distributed in region
C and D for a fixed output partition, (Figure 3(a3), 3(b3),
3(c3) for instance), one can find that the local minima of
the scrambling magnitude correspond to the local max-
ima of the information distributed either in region C or
region D. Therefore, we can conclude that the decrease
of the scrambling magnitude during the evolution results
from the information backflow from non-local degrees of
freedom to local degrees of freedom.
VI. SUMMARY
In conclusion, we have presented a strong connection
between Choi matrix, which describes a channel via the
spatial entanglement between input and output systems,
and pseudo-density matrix, a fundamental quantity for
temporal quantum correlations. This implies that these
two different formalisms, space-like and time-like, have
comparable footing in this case. Moreover, we have
shown that quantum scrambling, which possesses both
7spatial and temporal interpretations, is a vivid example
to support this symmetry. Motivated by these obser-
vations, we provided an information scrambling witness
based on an extended TS scenario.
There are two potential advantages of using −T3 as
a scrambling witness over, e.g., −I3. First, from the
viewpoint of steering, since Alice does not have to access
the full quantum state of the input, the measurement
resources will be much less than those required by the
TMI once the Hilbert space of the input becomes large.
Second, one can note that the PDM does not require one
to create an ancilla system, which doubles the Hilbert
space needed to characterize the full quantum channel.
Finally, it is important to note that we only claim −T3 is
a witness of scrambling rather than a quantifier. An open
question immediately arises: Can −T3 be further treated
as a quantifier, just like the tripartite mutual informa-
tion? To show this, one has to prove −T3 also supports a
monogamy relation, which plays a key role in establishing
a resource theory.
Note added—Recently we became aware of [55], which
independently showed that the temporal correlations
are connected with information scrambling, because the
OTOCs can be calculated from pseudo-density matrices.
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